Tony is a kid when he befriends Jack Frost. Tony is a teenager when he stops believing in the Winter guardian. Tony is an adult when he sees him again. Unbetaed. Tony is twenty-seven and when winter comes, he looks outside and sees nothing except for the falling snow and the white background painting the city. He still likes being at high places just as much as he likes flying. He wonders what cause the fondness. In their new book, Here Comes Winter, there are 19 projects that range from pillows to table runners, to lap quilts and wall hangings. I love their projects because they are very do-able and have a fun kind of charm to the style. Also, since they aren't really labor intensive - you might consider making one or more projects as gifts! There are purely decorative projects too, such as the "Snow Happy" door banner, and a pleasant selection of Christmas-themed table runners and toppers. The authors have previously had some success with their seasonally-themed books and there's no reason to think that this one will be any less popular. Jeanne Large. Jeanne learned to sew as a young girl from her mom and her Auntie Alice.